
FUTURE CHAMPIONS 
DEVELOPMENTAL LEVELS 

 

Future Champions Level 1 
6 actions 

6 skills chosen from the bank below. Skills may be reused in a 
different position/degree of twist. i.e., 100C and 100A may be 
performed as separate and distinct actions in the competition. 

Future Champions Level 2 
6 actions 

5 skills chosen from the bank below and any 1 dive. Skills may be 
reused in a different position/degree of twist. The dive may be 
101, 201, 301, or 401 – any position with true DD; any other dive 
may instead be selected at DD of 1.0.  
 

Future Champions Level 3 
6 actions 

4 skills chosen from the bank below and any 2 dives from different 
groups. The dives may be 101, 201, 301, or 401 – any position with 
true DD; any other dive may instead be selected at DD of 1.0. 

Future Champions Level 4 
6 actions 

3 skills chosen from the bank below and any 3 dives - of different 
groups. The dives may be 101, 201, 301, or 401 – any position with 
true DD; any other dive may instead be selected at DD of 1.0. 

Future Champions Level 5 
7 actions 

3 skills chosen from the bank below, 2 voluntary dives and 2 
optional dives from different groups. The voluntary dives shall be 
selected from 101, 201, 301, or 401 (any position) and will be 
given true DD. The optional dives may be any competitive dives 
and will be given the true DD. 

Future Champions Level 6 
7 actions 

2 skills chosen from the bank below, 3 voluntary dives, and 2 
optional dives from different groups. The voluntary dives shall be 
selected from 101, 201, 301, or 401 (any position) and will be 
given true DD. The optional dives may be any competitive dives 
and will be given true DD. 

Future Champions Level 7 
7 actions 

1 skill chosen from the bank below, 3 voluntary dives, and 3 
optional dives from different groups. The voluntary dives shall be 
101, 201, 301, or 401 (any position) and will be given true DD. The 
optional dives may be any competitive dives and will be given true 
DD. 

Future Champions Level 8 
7 actions 

4 voluntary dives and 3 optional dives from different groups. The 
voluntary dives shall be 101, 201, 301, and 401 (any position) and 
will be given true DD. The optional dives may be any competitive 
dives and will be given true DD 

 

Skills Bank: Future Champions Levels 1-8:  
100 A, B, C 
200 A, B, C  
5101, 5102, 5104, 5201, 5203, 5205 A, B, C (These are jumps with degrees of twist)  
001 A, B, C (no D position) – no jumping starts allowed  
002 A, B, C (no D position) – no jumping starts allowed  
Platform: 611A, 6111A, 621A, 6211A. 

 

 


